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This paper presents a comparison of maximum a
posteriori (MAP) speaker adaptation of state
duration distributions and output probabilities in
HMM.  Both adaptation procedures are compared
and then combined in recognition experiments with
clean and noisy signals. The results here shown
suggest that the state duration distribution
adaptation can lead to higher improvements than
the adaptation of output probabilities, and the
reduction in the error rate when both adaptations
are combined is as high as 50% or 60% using only
a few samples per word.
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Almost all of the research on speaker adaptation, if
not all of it, tackles the problem from the spectral
point of view. In the case of HMM those adaptation
procedures basically re-estimate the parameters of
the output probabilities. On the other hand, the fact
that the transition probability is represented by a
constant in the ordinary HMM topology, which
results in a geometric probability density for state
duration that is certainly inadequate to model
duration of words and sub-word units, is well
known and several techniques   (Ferguson,
1980)(Russell and Moore, 1985)(Levinson,
1986)(Yoma et al., 2001) have been proposed to
overcame this limitation by means of  modeling
and incorporating  the state duration probability. In
(Yoma and Silva, 2001), the MAP speaker
adaptation of state duration distributions was
addressed and reductions as high as 50% in the
error rate with clean and noisy signals were
reported  with a small adapting database. In this
paper the problem of speaker adaptation of both
state duration distributions and output probabilities
is addressed in the context of HMM.

The contributions of this paper concern: a) a
comparison of state duration distribution and
output probability adaptation; and, b) the
combination of both speaker adaptation procedures.
The results here presented suggest that: first, the
state duration distribution adaptation can lead to
higher improvements than the adaptation of output
probabilities; second, the information provided by
the state duration seems to be complementary to
the one given by the spectral features; and finally,
the state duration distribution seems to be more
selective than the observation probability because
the former presents less variation with respect to
the number of adapting samples than the latter. The
combination of both sort of adaptation can lead to
reductions as high as 60% in experiments with
clean and noisy signals at SNR=18dB and 12dB
using only a few adapting samples. The study
presented by this article has not been found in the
literature, and seems to be generic and interesting
from the theoretic and practical application points
of view. Finally, this paper presents an important
contribution to model adaptation and noise
robustness in speech recognition.
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In (Yoma and Silva, 2001) a framework for MAP
speaker adaptation of state duration distributions in
HMM was proposed.  Four key issues of MAP
estimation, namely analysis and modeling of state
duration distributions, the choice of prior
distribution, the specification of the parameters of
the prior density and the evaluation of the MAP
estimates, were tackled. The results shown in that
paper suggested that the� speaker adaptation of
temporal restrictions substantially improves the
accuracy of SI HMM and reductions as high as
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30% or 50% in the error rate were observed with
clean and noisy speech. The method required a low
computational load and a small number of adapting
utterances.

The empiric state duration distribution is
described with the function )τ(�� , which
corresponds to  the probability of state duration
equal to τ , where τ   is the number of frames in
state � up to a given time.  In this paper )τ(�� is
modeled with the Gaussian distribution:
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where � is the normalizing term.
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The transition probabilities are modified to (Yoma
et al. 2001):
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where 5=� , which gives an error lower than 10-6.
Equations (2) and (3) correspond to the truncated
conditional probability
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where � � or � �!" according to the left-to-right
topology without skip-state transition.
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The MAP estimation (Gauvain and  Lee, 1994)
(Lee and  Huo, 2000) � � of state duration
distributions  employs a prior model for the statistic
function parameters that are speaker-dependent
(SD) in the case here considered. The functions

parameters corresponds to )τ(��
�� �and )τ(��

����
that define the state duration distribution �L#τ) (1)
on a SD basis.  The state duration means and
variances were computed for each speaker of the
training database. Modeling the SD state duration
mean as a gamma distribution and considering the
SD state duration variance as  a constant equal to

the mean lead to the MAP estimation of )τ(��
��

given by (Yoma and Silva, 2001):
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define the gamma function that model the SD state
duration mean distribution; and $ is the number of
adapting samples. Finally, the temporal parameters
were estimated according the scheme proposed in
(Yoma and Silva, 2001) that uses (6).
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Due to the fact that a small amount of adapting
utterances per speaker is available, only the mean
vectors of Gaussian mixtures were adapted. The
Bayesian adaptation here employed gives the new
estimate for the '´th mean vector in state �, '�,µ̂ ,

as (Gauvain and  Lee, 1994) (Lee and  Huo, 2000),
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where �M  is the number of frames associated to
state � according to Viterbi alignment; �'� ,

denotes the probability of observing the '‘th
mixture at time � given that the frame is in state �;
and  ��  can be seen as a  step-size controlling the
learning rate.
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The adaptation of state duration distributions and
output probabilities were tested with speaker-
independent connected digit recognition
experiments with the Tidigits database. The SI
HMMs were estimated with 1100 three-digit
sequences provided by 100 training speakers (50
males and 50 females). The testing database was
composed of 440 three-digit sequences provided by
40 testing speakers (20 males and 20 females). In
order to adapt state duration distributions and
output probabilities, 11 four-digit sequences per
speaker from the testing database were employed
as adapting samples.   The signals were
downsampled to 8000 samples/sec and divided in
25ms frames with 12.5ms overlapping.  Each frame
was processed with a Hamming window before the
spectral estimation and the band from 300 to 3400
Hz was covered with 14 Mel DFT filters. At the
output of each channel the energy was computed
and the log of the energy was estimated. Ten static
cepstral coefficients and their time derivatives were
estimated. Each word was modeled with an 8-state
left-to-right topology without skip-state transition,
with eight multivariate Gaussian densities per state

with diagonal covariance matrices.  The HMMs
and the temporal parameters were estimated by
means of the clean signal utterances. The 440
testing clean  three-digit utterances were used to
create the noisy  database by adding  speech  noise
from the Noisex database (Varga et al. 1992) at 4
global-SNR levels: +18dB, +12dB, +6dB,  and
0dB. The global-SNR was defined as in (Ghitza,
1987). It is worth mentioning that no noise
canceling method (e.g. spectral subtraction) was
used.

In the experiments whose results are here
reported, the techniques that were employed are
indicated as follows:  �&()$� adapted Gaussian
mixtures;   �&(*+, adapted state duration
distributions. The recognition error rate was

computed as  100⋅++
,

-��
  where ����� and - are

the number of substitution, deletion and insertion
errors, respectively, and , is the total number of
words in the testing utterances. The results are
shown in Tables 1-2, and Fig.1.  �� denotes the
minimum number of samples per word used in the
state duration parameters and output probability
adaptation. The base-line system gives an error rate
equal to 6.2% with clean signals.
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As can be seen in Tables 1-2, the adaptation of the
mean vectors of Gaussian mixtures according to (7)
can lead to a reduction in the error rate of 33% and
20% with clean and noisy speech at SNR=18dB
and 12dB. The adaptation of state duration
parameters as discussed in section 2.2 gives a
reduction around 40% in the error rate with clean
and noisy signals at SNR ≥ 12dB. In the same
conditions, when both adaptations are combined
the total improvement is represented by an error
rate 50% or 60% lower with only a few adapting
utterances. These results suggest that: first, the
state duration distribution adaptation can lead to
higher improvements than the adaptation of output
probabilities with a lower number of adapting
samples; second, the information provided by the
state duration seems to be complementary to the
one given by the spectral features. It is also
interesting to highlight that, according to Fig. 1, the
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state duration distribution seems to be more
selective than the observation probability because
the former presents less variation with respect to
the number of adapting samples than the latter.
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�!&'��� �: Error rate (%) vs. �, which� is the
minimum number of samples per word used in the
adaptation procedure.  ( __   __ )  denotes  �&(*+;
(----), �&()$; and ( ___ ), �&()$�/��&(*+.

� 1 2 3 4 5

�&()$ 4.2    4.2 4.5 4.9 6.1

�&(*+ 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.2

�&(*+���.��&()$ 2.6 2.7 3.3 3.6 4.1

��(����: Error rate (%) in experiments with Clean
signal.

��+ 18dB 12dB 6dB 0dB

���	(���	 12.4 19.5 42.1 76.2

�&()$ 9.6 16.4 37.5 72.4

�&(*+ 6.9 12.4 31.7 62.9

�&(*+�.��&()$ 4.4 9.5 27.9 60.7

��(��� �: Error rate in experiments with speech
signal corrupted by additive noise (speech).
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